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Every business strives to have a “dream team” that has incredible work ethic, amazing customer service and infectiously positive personalities to keep the good energy flowing. As a leader of a commercial real estate firm, I work with businesses on a daily basis and have learned a lot about team synergy over the years. You can hire the most talented individuals in the world, but without cohesive teamwork, unified goals and values, and a genuine appreciation for each other, you risk falling short in cultivating that dream team. Cohesive teamwork can be identified in many ways. In sports, it’s chemistry, and in business, it’s culture. Regardless of what you call it, this special connection between teammates can be achieved on the field and in the office, and it all begins with high-nurturance coaching as the essential element to unlock the true potential in any team.

Since day one at Hughes Marino, we have always made the happiness and positive culture of our team one of our highest priorities. In focusing on building our rich company culture with hardworking, amazing teammates, it has paid off beyond our wildest dreams. Aside from making Fortune, Entrepreneur and Inc’s coveted best workplace lists, we’ve seen top talent and clients knocking on our doors. But I must admit, it hasn’t been easy, and dedication to cultivating a unified company culture is something that needs to be worked at every day, starting with a commitment to coaching our team with a focus on high-nurturance and vulnerability. These two focuses have entirely reshaped our company culture, are having a drastic effect on our industry and resulted in a domino effect of positive results for our clients! With results like we’ve had, we can’t afford to neglect the effects of coaching with emphasis on nurturance and appreciation, and we wouldn’t have it any other way.
Nurturance
By emphasizing nurturance, we have been able to create a culture and team that exudes support and positivity toward one another. We want all team members to feel uplifted when they walk into our doors, like they are walking into a second home with people they love to be around. We are very intentional about spreading positivity and take each obstacle as a challenge that can be solved with proactive communication and professional (and personal) growth. I remind our team on a regular basis that if they trust their instincts and are committed to always doing the right thing, (our Core Value #1), they can never go wrong. If I can leave our offices knowing that our team members feel confident and empowered in their roles and with each other as their greatest support, then I know our entire company can lead with nurturance and with a unified goal to win as a company.

Vulnerability
Vulnerability in the workplace may seem completely foreign to some businesses, but at Hughes Marino, it’s just another part of everyday life! It’s not unusual for a few heartfelt and happy tears to be shed at meetings, and our team members are always eager to recognize each other for going above and beyond for our team and our clients. It breaks down the walls, and opens the floodgates of communication like no other, not to mention it bonds us in a way that feels much more like family than a group of coworkers!

Outside Coaching
Not only do we coach internally, but we also look to outside experts for counsel too. Since the beginning of our company, we have had famous author and business coach Mike Robbins come to speak to our team about appreciation, recognition and vulnerability on a regular basis. In addition to speaking to companies across the globe (including Google and Microsoft), Mike also speaks to professional teams, like the San Francisco Giants. As a former professional baseball player himself, Mike has experienced (and witnessed) the incredibly positive results that high-nurturance teams can achieve, including World Series titles! This year Mike Robbins published his fourth book, Bring Your Whole Self to Work, and we were humbled to be referenced as his example of a team with a high level of nurturance. “When you walk into a Hughes Marino office, their commitment to both high expectations and high-nurturance is on display physically, in the beautiful design and impeccability of their office space and the personal touch of team member photos, as well as intangibly, via the energy and attitude of their team. When you talk to their employees, there’s a passion, enthusiasm, and gratitude for being part of a company like theirs that is infectious.”

Mike Robbins
BRING YOUR WHOLE SELF TO WORK

Shay Hughes is president, COO, and owner of Hughes Marino, an award-winning commercial real estate company specializing in tenant representation and building purchases with offices across the nation. Shay writes about business leadership and company culture on her blog, Lead from Within. Contact Shay at 1-844-662-6635 or shay@hughesmarino.com to learn more.
A Wall Street Journal article authored by Ben Cohen about the Golden State Warriors struck a chord with me. The premise was that the data-driven owners of the team felt there was an opportunity to exploit the three-point line as a market inefficiency. Then, they built a team around doing just that.

Mr. Cohen states that, in the past, only 22% of the shots put up were 3-pointers. But without the three-point line, the Warriors would not exist, just as without consumers to purchase clothes, Nordstrom wouldn’t exist. Yet Nordstrom makes it clear that the consumer is the customer—not the other way around. Our industry has been slower to adapt.

If commercial real estate were the NBA, then customer service would be our three-point line. Our company has revolutionized the level of service we provide to our clients, which in turn has paid huge dividends. We hire seasoned pros in all disciplines—actual team members, not just independent contractors—and provide deep operational support with a 1-to-1 admin to broker ratio. We have 30-year veterans who have worked on some of the most complicated real estate transactions in the state, as well as real estate attorneys, construction managers and lease audit experts to round out the brokerage team’s capabilities. All told, we are able to take care of our clients’ needs in a way that our sink-or-swim competitors simply can’t match.

Our belief is that, as a high-performing team of experts having total alignment with our clients—corporate tenants—we can provide better service than our competitors. We also avoid conflicts of interest by never representing landlords (or worse—being a landlord), and we guarantee our services and results 100%. I won’t compare us to the Warriors or Kobayashi, but our business has quadrupled and our clients often tell us they wished they’d known us sooner!

While we will always look for ways to improve our model in order to better serve companies with their real estate, I am proud to say that, as for office space brokerage, we’re changing the game.

This article first appeared in CSQ Magazine.

Jason Hughes is chairman, CEO, and owner of Hughes Marino, an award-winning commercial real estate company with offices across the nation. A pioneer in the field of tenant representation, Jason has exclusively represented tenants and buyers for more than 25 years. He writes about topics in commercial real estate from a tenant’s perspective on his blog, Downtown Dirt. Contact Jason at 844-662-6635 or jason@hughesmarino.com to learn more.
Millennials have grown to be the largest generation in the workforce. With a love for technology, personal connections and collaboration, the millennial generation is truly changing the way teams view a typical working environment, and it is critical for today’s businesses to adapt to these needs and desires in order to attract and retain the nation’s top talent. Rather than seeing work and life as completely separate entities, millennials prosper from an environment that combines the two. With Hughes Marino recently being named one of the Best Workplaces for Millennials by Fortune Magazine, and with our experience of working with hundreds of millennial-owned companies at any given time, we have been able to pinpoint exactly what our largest workforce is looking for when considering a company to call home.

So, what do millennials truly want from their office space?

From incorporating fully-stocked residential style kitchens, to sit-stand desks, to an overflow of natural light, companies are realizing the increased productivity and quality of work resulting from this new and improved office environment. Considering that millennials grew up experiencing constant innovation over their lifetime and thrive off of creativity, it is no surprise that they have inspired many of these new office space trends!

Current trends that align with what millennials want in a working environment include:

- Plenty of natural light
- Open floor plans
- Residential style kitchens
- Lounge areas
- Fun areas with games, TVs, etc.
- Inspiring finishes, fun art and comfortable furniture
- “Benching stations” where teams can work closely together, but also easy access to plentiful “private spaces” such as phone rooms and break-out rooms
- Glass offices to allow collaboration
- Easy access to outdoor space (balconies, nearby parks, etc.)
- Nearby amenities (gyms, coffee shops, conference centers, etc.)

Of course, all of these factors would mean nothing without a tight-knit, supportive and fun company culture to complement an amazing workspace! Millennials desire office space that emulates their company’s brand, invigorates their team, and is something they can truly be proud to call their second home!
At all of our Hughes Marino offices, the walls are lined with bright, eclectic artwork, open spaces are filled with comfy couches and pool tables, and cubicles do not exist. This makes for a workplace that is inviting, fun, productive and encourages people to interact. These are just a few of the many things that our company is proud to incorporate in order to make our offices stand out among the rest.

Incorporating these design trends make millennial workplaces both comfortable homes away from home and enjoyable spaces to work in. This allows for a sort of flexibility that didn’t exist before—where there is a less rigid working environment that can accommodate longer working hours as well as a sought-after personal life to better achieve a work-life balance that individuals thrive off of—a win-win for everyone!

While this article has super helpful tips, our Hughes Marino team is always here to provide you with expert advice, from tenant representation to find the perfect workspace for your team to thrive, to our culture consulting services, which can help aid in building out your dream space and cultivating the company culture you’ve always wanted. We look forward to helping you in every aspect of your journey!

Star Hughes-Gorup is senior vice president and director at Hughes Marino, an award-winning commercial real estate firm with offices across the nation. Star is a key member of the brokerage team, where she specializes in tenant representation and building purchases. Star also makes frequent media appearances to speak on business issues from a millennial perspective, and blogs about life as a woman in a male-dominated industry at starhughesgorup.com. Contact Star at 1-844-662-6635 or star@hughesmarino.com to learn more.
In the past decade, the entire notion of office design has changed dramatically, and has come a long way from the days of cubicle farms for team members and secluded private offices for executives. The modern office is not just a place to punch the clock. It has become a thriving ecosystem combining elements of live, work and play for its team. Private offices and boardrooms have transformed into creative and collaborative centers, and high cubicle walls have been replaced with open workstations. The modern workspace has become wildly imaginative throughout the years, which now serves as a critical recruiting and retention tool for businesses with a major focus on productivity, collaboration, integration and connectivity.

At Hughes Marino, we believe office layout, design and company culture truly work hand-in-hand to inspire and invigorate teams, and have the ability to positively impact businesses in many ways. Over our careers, we've had the rewarding opportunity to watch many workspaces come to life, and we've taken plenty of mental notes on our favorite features in the process!

Here are 12 of our favorite key elements of planning and design in the modern workspace that help increase productivity and communication, while also strengthening company culture.
**01 Interior Private Offices**

The days of hallways lined with oversized separate offices have come and gone. Over the last decade, private offices have shrunk by 25% and we’ve seen a trend towards moving these offices away from the perimeter and into interior areas of the space. This feature enhances one of the most important elements of the modern workspace—natural light—which fosters happier moods and higher productivity, while also reducing energy costs. By shifting interior offices to the center of the floor plan, natural light from the window line can be shared with even more team members!

**02 Glass Office Fronts**

While the move to interior offices is the modern approach, if your company isn’t culturally set up for removing perimeter offices, it’s important to keep the office fronts as open as possible. If privacy is an issue, you can introduce window film or roll-up screens to keep the light coming in while maintaining some visible privacy. Again, the theme here is the addition of more natural light throughout the space.

**03 Open Ceilings**

The modern space is foregoing the traditional ceiling grid, tile and boxed light construction that has become so common to office space. Open ceilings expose the building’s structure, which creates additional ceiling height and highlights the beams and duct work to provide an industrial aesthetic with an airier feeling, replacing the uniformity of the conventional ceiling. The 2x4 ambient light fixtures have been replaced with linear or spot pendant lighting, making light less uniform and more dynamic. Open ceiling architecture also has the potential to add volume by adding a few extra feet of height to the workspace. Planning tip: If your project isn’t planned with precision, open ceilings can introduce a host of challenges. Before you decide to remodel, we recommend doing extensive research or consulting with our experienced team for more insights!

**04 Hard Surface Flooring & White Walls**

Companies are leaning toward utilizing hard surfaces like exposed concrete, stone, wood or vinyl composite/luxury tiling to add a more modern feel and aesthetic. Another plus—hard surface floors are durable and relatively maintenance free. While many offices still utilize some carpeting, it appears less frequently throughout the space. Design tip: An accent rug is the perfect way to add a pop of color, absorb noise and soften the space!

The move to white walls is becoming more of a trend in the “industrial open office”—less corporate, more inviting and home-like. White walls work well as a backdrop for any type of art and any color scheme, and come in handy if a business undergoes a design or branding refresh down the road. White also brightens up the space, especially where there is an abundance of natural light!
**Open Office Layouts**

Without question, the open office dynamic has defined the modern workplace, and has certainly caused a healthy debate about its effects on productivity. The open space design supports the culture of the collaborative and creative workforce, while also driving teamwork, efficiency and transparency among teams. The layout also provides high visibility throughout the space and eliminates the cube farm and dull, repetitive vibe. Every office environment is different, so be sure to consult the experts on which layout would most benefit your team’s productivity and company culture!

**Huddle Space & Phone Rooms**

If an office features a lot of open areas, utilizing phone and huddle space is an important aspect to consider for team members to make private calls and to have as a quiet place to focus. Since most meetings occur between two to four individuals, we’ve seen a reduction in the amount of large conference rooms. Unless your particular business calls for frequent large meetings, we recommend that companies provide one large conference room for 10-12 people, with multiple smaller rooms, or “huddle spaces,” for meetings between two to four people. Designers can put a fun spin on these rooms with themes, colors and company branding.

**Plenty of Collaborative Space**

From open break areas and living rooms, to game rooms and work lounges, these spaces can take many forms! The purpose is to offer a fun and inviting area for people to gather, relax, collaborate, enjoy the team spirit and boost camaraderie! When planning these spaces, businesses should provide plenty of areas for comfortable individual and group seating with tables varying in size and height, and game room components such as game tables, TVs, bar tables and stools. Each of our Hughes Marino offices have game rooms with all of these elements to encourage fun and playful competition! Planning tip: Keep in mind that space has a financial cost, and one way to keep real estate needs reasonable is to combine uses for areas. For example, kitchens and reception areas can also function as break-out space, lounge space or alternative working areas.

**Welcoming Reception Areas**

The power of first impressions is critical, and the reception area of an office can set the tone for the entire experience! Modern office reception areas are inviting for both guests and team members, and should evoke a hospitable feeling with charming furnishings that promote an accessible and friendly space. Recognizing that receptionists are very often the office managers that keep everything running smoothly behind the scenes, as well as for anyone who walks in the door, the lobby should provide discrete functionality behind an inviting greeting desk with plenty of open space for line of sight, and comfortable seating that sets the tone for an impactful reception area.
Gym & Wellness Space

More and more companies are providing team members with access to gym facilities and/or wellness space. This area could be utilized by someone who may be feeling under the weather, or act as the perfect spot to escape for a mental break. The spot can also be great for working mothers who need a comfortable, private retreat. Physical activity is a must for good health, and team members who have close access to a gym tend to stay at work longer and have an easily accessible way to alleviate stress and stay healthy!

Nothing is more fulfilling than helping our clients’ visions come to life. Our Planning + Design team, in conjunction with our Program, Project and Construction Management team, work to shape the perfect functioning workspace for clients’ teams in order to enhance space and productivity, to ultimately reinforce a positive company culture. For more in-depth information on our Planning + Design service, please visit our website, or feel free to contact us directly. We look forward to helping more businesses build their dream spaces to cultivate a positive environment for their teams to grow and thrive, all while looking sleek and modern to impress anyone who visits.

Nicholas Willis is interior planning director at Hughes Marino, and co-leads the company’s Planning + Design service line. Contact Nicholas at nicholas.willis@hughesmarino.com or 1-844-662-6635 to learn more.

Kristin Christensen is interior design director at Hughes Marino, and co-leads the company’s Planning + Design service line. Contact Kristin at kristin.christensen@hughesmarino.com or 1-844-662-6635 to learn more.

Lighting

Lighting can make or break a space! The days of fluorescent light fixtures designed for a grid ceiling are dwindling. While most corporate office buildings maintain the grid and tile ceiling system for acoustics, better lighting control and economics, these features can be spruced up with contemporary lighting, like unique pendant lights and dazzling chandeliers. As discussed earlier, providing access to as much natural light as possible is a big part of the lighting element too!

Mixed Architectural Elements

The modern office generates fluidity with creative applications of materials delivering an impactful feel on a space. A designer may utilize an unconventional mix of materials to create visual interest, like industrial metal wall panels or integrated technology such as digital media on LED screens. Our headquarters features a grand staircase that combines the elements of metal, wood, glass and brick, which makes for a stunning visual impact and a grand entrance!

Elements of Home

An office is a home away from home for team members and guests! By incorporating residential furnishings like comfortable couches and coffee tables with playful knick-knacks, your visitors will feel relaxed and more at ease. At home, everything revolves around the kitchen, and the same can hold true at work. By centering the kitchen in an accessible location for the entire office, companies can create a natural hub for team members to gather. Plants also have an incredibly positive impact on office environments. Bring the outdoors inside with living walls and potted plants, which improve air quality, lower stress and even have calming effects—a win-win for everyone!
Antonyan Miranda's space located on a top floor of a high-rise in the heart of downtown is not only bright and eye-catching, but also modern and sleek! From the moment the elevator doors open to the vibrant artwork and beautiful views from the conference rooms and offices, you certainly don’t feel as though you’re in a law office!

Antonyan Miranda’s mission statement is to preserve what can be preserved, protect what can be protected, and help secure all that is important to their clients; family, finances, and assets. Their office certainly exudes the vibe that clients will indeed be taken care of, with impeccable attention to detail and stylish flair to boot!

When guests reach the 21st floor, they are immediately greeted by an energetic mural with playful imagery and vivid pops of color. The firm takes up two floors, and each entrance features bright furniture and a sleek reception desk where clients are welcomed. The staircase that connects the two floors showcases a colorful mural that perfectly matches the furniture throughout the workspace.

Offices and conference rooms feature gorgeous light fixtures and sleek, glass walls to provide everyone with breathtaking city views. Workstations around the office also feature inspiring quotes to motivate team members throughout the day!

Congratulations to Antonyan Miranda for creating such an impressively chic space that is perfect for their team and clients!
EVERY YEAR I TRY TO SCHEDULE AT LEAST ONE TRIP INTO WILDERNESS. I THINK IT IS GOOD FOR THE SOUL, AND A REFRESHING BREAK FROM THE FRANTIC PACE OF DAILY LIFE, A DIGITAL DETOX. RECENTLY, I FLEW TO LANDER, WYOMING, FOR ANOTHER NOLS ALUMNI TRIP, THIS TIME UP WYOMING’S TALLEST MOUNTAIN, GANNETT PEAK. BEFORE I LEFT, ONE OF MY TEAMMATES AT WORK ASKED “WHO ARE YOU GOING WITH? ARE THESE FRIENDS OR PEOPLE YOU KNOW?” I TOLD HIM NO, THAT OUR COHORT WOULD ALL BE STRANGERS, BUT THAT I HAD NEVER REALLY CONSIDERED THAT BEFORE. I GUESS THAT MIGHT SEEM UNUSUAL. IT WOULD BE FUN TO GO WITH FRIENDS, AND I WAS LOOKING FORWARD TO MEETING THIS INTERESTING GROUP OF INDIVIDUALS WHO ALL SAW THE GANNETT PEAK TRIP DESCRIPTION IN THE NOLS CATALOGUE AND SAID “I’M IN.”

AND EACH TIME I TAKE ONE OF THESE TRIPS INTO WILDERNESS, I HAVE IN MIND THAT WHEN I GET BACK I WANT TO TRY AND TRANSLATE MY EXPERIENCE INTO SOME PRACTICAL LEARNING THAT I CAN SHARE WITH OUR TEAM AT HUGHES MARINO. WE TALK A LOT ABOUT CULTURE, TEAMWORK, LEADERSHIP, GROWTH AND GETTING UNCOMFORTABLE, AND IT JUST SEEMS LIKE THESE NOLS TRIPS HAVE A BUNCH OF ALL OF THAT. BUT WHAT KEPT COMING TO MIND FOR ME DURING THE LONG TRAIL MILES ON THIS TRIP WAS THIS NOTION OF GOING ON AN ADVENTURE WITH STRANGERS, WHICH DIDN’T SEEM STRANGE AT ALL TO ME UNTIL SOMEONE POINTED IT OUT. I THINK THERE MAY BE A VALUABLE LESSON HERE.

ALLOW ME TO WORK IT OUT WHILE I TELL YOU ABOUT THE SEVEN DAYS I SPENT IN JULY IN THE WIND RIVER RANGE.

THE STRANGERS

WE WERE CERTAINLY A MONTLEY CREW. TEN STUDENTS AND THREE INSTRUCTORS, AGES RANGING FROM 16 TO 58, INCLUDING MEN, WOMEN, BOYS AND GIRLS FROM ALL OVER THE COUNTRY. THE ONLY THINGS WE SEEMED TO HAVE IN COMMON WAS NOLS, A LOVE OF WILDERNESS AND BEING UP FOR A CHALLENGE. BUT FOR NOW, LET ME DESCRIBE OUR COHORT, AND THE VARIETY OF AGE, GENDER, BACKGROUND AND GEOGRAPHY THAT ALL ASSEMBLED IN LANDER, WYOMING, FOR A WEEKLONG ADVENTURE TOGETHER.

MY TENTMATES

GREG, 16, FROM ANN ARBOR, MICHIGAN, SPENT THIRTY DAYS BACKPACKING WITH NOLS IN THE ADIRONDACKS WHEN HE WAS 14. (SIDE NOTE—HIS PARENTS DROPPED HIM OFF FOR THIS TRIP THEN SPENT THE WEEK AT THE RITZ CARLTON IN JACKSON HOLE BEFORE PICKING HIM UP. LOVE THAT.)

KEITH, 50-SOMETHING, A MECHANICAL ENGINEER FROM LEXINGTON, VIRGINIA, VEGETARIAN, SPENT THIRTY DAYS IN ALASKA MOUNTAINS TWICE WITH NOLS, THE WADDINGTON RANGE IN ’88 AND DENALI IN ’89.

ALL IN THE FAMILY

YLIE, 50-SOMETHING, AND ROMAN, 19. WYLIE, AN ORTHOPEDIC SURGEON FROM FAIRFAX, VIRGINIA, SPENT A MONTH BACKPACKING THROUGH THE WIND RIVER RANGE WITH NOLS IN ’78, SAW THIS TRIP AS AN OPPORTUNITY TO INTRODUCE HIS SON TO THE NOLS EXPERIENCE.

CHARLES, 50-SOMETHING, AND RUTHIE, 16. RUTHERFORD SPENT A MONTH BACKPACKING AND ADVENTURING IN THE BIGHORN MOUNTAINS WITH NOLS WHEN SHE WAS 14, SAW THIS TRIP AS AN OPPORTUNITY TO INTRODUCE HER DAD, A PRIVATE EQUITY INVESTOR IN CHARLOTTESVILLE, VIRGINIA, TO THE NOLS EXPERIENCE.

THE GALS’ TENT

SARAH, 50-SOMETHING, ACUPUNCTURIST AND CHINESE MEDICINE SPECIALIST FROM BROOKLYN, NEW YORK, TOOK TWO DIFFERENT MONTH-LONG TRIPS IN THE WIND RIVER RANGE WITH NOLS BACKPACKING WHEN SHE WAS 15 AND CROSS-COUNTRY SKIING WHEN SHE WAS 17. MARTI, 18, FROM NEW YORK CITY, SPENT THIRTY DAYS ON A MOUNTAINEERING COURSE WITH NOLS IN ALASKA WHEN SHE WAS 16. CAROLINE, 24, FROM ASHEVILLE, NORTH CAROLINA, CELEBRATED HER 21ST BIRTHDAY WHILE MOUNTAINEERING WITH NOLS ON A 10-DAY
course in the Cascades, plus a week fly fishing (with llamas) in the Winds, with the trip ending the day before she set out again with our Garnett Peak crew.

The Instructors

Evan Horn, Stud, has a nine-month-old baby, Benjamin, at home, which is rumored to be why this 50-mile trip was shortened this year from ten days to just seven.

Kenny Goff, aka Kenny G, Stud, decided to apply his two business degrees from Indiana University to a life in the outdoors, is now a first-time homeowner with a cool pad in Joshua Tree, California. Climbing anyone?

Tre-C Dumais, Stud, her resume includes Denali Mountain Rescue and mountaineering in Antarctica, she’s the real deal. She says she likes getting into wilderness because it showcases the best version of herself. Love that.

The Trip

It was long. It was hard. It was glorious. We covered fifty miles and total elevation gain of 17,000 feet with packs. We experienced, at various times, sunshine, rain, wind, hail and lightning as one would expect in the Winds. The summit day began at 2 AM, finished at 6:30 PM. Not all summited. Tre-C injured her knee jumping out of the way of a massive boulder that rolled through our climbing line—it was a scary moment, and could have ended much worse. A couple volunteers turned around a mile from the peak to escort Tre-C back to our advance base camp, and the reduced group of ten proceeded successfully to the summit in two rope teams.

The Takeaway

So here is my point, the lesson I will take away from this experience, and try to apply in my life back at home and at work—People aren’t strange. People are wonderful and interesting, especially if you take the time to hear their stories and to share your story with them. We sometimes need to step out of our “boxes,” those arbitrary social constructs that can have the potential to limit our social relationships, if we keep an open mind, we are free to simply meet the people all around us. On our trip, we weren’t divided into boys and girls, men and women, young and old. We were all just part of the climbing team, and everyone pulled their weight.

Make new friends and keep the old. One is silver, the other is gold. OK, so perhaps my grand theory isn’t entirely groundbreaking. I do notice that this little diddy doesn’t actually clarify which is silver and which is gold? For my part, I prefer to believe that both are gold.

John Jarvis is a senior vice president of Hughes Marino, where he specializes in tenant representation. Contact John at 1-844-662-6635 or john@hughesmarino.com to learn more.
Our Core Value #3 is to Enjoy the Journey, and what a journey this year has been! Looking back on 2018, our team at Hughes Marino has been completely honored and grateful to be recognized by so many local and national publications for our culture, the work of our outstanding teammates and for beautiful projects we were thrilled to be a part of:

- #1 Best Workplace in the Nation—Fortune Magazine
- #2 Top Company Culture in the Nation—Entrepreneur
- Top 100 Best Workplaces for Millennials—Fortune Magazine
- 2018 Best Workplace—Inc. Magazine
- #1 Best Workplace in Washington State—Puget Sound Business Journal
- #1 Best Place to Work—Orange County Business Journal
- #2 Best Place to Work—Los Angeles Business Journal
- #2 Best Place to Work—San Diego Business Journal

We take great pride in our unique company culture, and it is always an exciting, humbling experience when Hughes Marino is recognized for our efforts to maintain a supportive and beautiful atmosphere. This year world-renowned author (and one of our favorite business coaches!) Mike Robbins featured our commitment to company culture, our team and Core Values as an example of a superb high-performance, high-nurture team in his latest book, *Bring Your Whole Self to Work*, which was the cherry on top of an amazing year for Hughes Marino!

From fun Friday “crafternoons,” to monthly birthday celebrations, running 5Ks together on the weekend and our incredible Hughes Marino baby boom, our team makes sure to enjoy the journey and celebrate happy moments together whenever we can! In the office, everyone is always willing to help one another, no matter what role they have in the company, which truly makes coming to work every day so special. Mike Robbins put it very simply: “We each have a different role, but we all have the same job—to help the team win.” This describes our team perfectly, and it is now one of our very own HM-isms! We are always there for one another and all strive toward the goal of delivering the best service to our clients and each other.

Hughes Marino could not have achieved all of these honors and accolades without our ambitious and caring leaders, Jason and Shay Hughes. They are constantly looking for ways to go above and beyond for us and treat each and every team member like an extension of their own family. We are beyond grateful to have their leadership to guide our team into the future.

Bring on 2019—we can’t wait to see what’s in store next year!